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Abstract: It has been predicted that the centers of galaxies will contain pulsars, which are the hearts of galaxies, by 
the General Theory of Stellar Metamorphosis. The true center of the Milky Way galaxy is the pulsar J1745-2900, 

not fictional mathematical nonsense called “black holes” which contain no real physical presence. 
 

 Since black holes do not exist as they are mathematical fantasy,[1]  there has always been a need to 
explain what object contains a powerful enough magnetic field to keep galaxy centers coherent. The 
object has been finally discovered as it is pulsar J1745-2900.[2][3]  This was predicted by the theory of stellar 
metamorphosis, [4] as pulsars are the hearts of new born and ancient galaxies. Pulsars powerful magnetic 
fields are caused by gigantic electrical currents that flow from galaxy to other galaxy forming vast webs 
of intergalactic material that connect all matter in the universe.[5] This means black hole dogma is obsolete 
and can be disregarded, as well as all dogma concerning fictional space-time warping. The pulsar was 
found by using radio telescopes, thus when radio telescopes look at the centers of all galaxies researchers 
will find pulsars giving them coherence. It is suggested to the reader to ignore the “black hole” dogma, as 
people’s careers rest on them being real. If they are to proclaim they are not real (in which case black 
holes are fictional) then they will be fired and lose their grant money. The common man knows black 
holes are fantasy, but scientists are not allowed to proclaim this for fear of losing their jobs or being 
viewed as stupid, unfit for their positions at Universities or incompetent. This is the classic case of the 
Emperor’s New Clothes.[6]  
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